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Introduction: Comets are well-preserved agglomerates of 

the earliest solar system building blocks. Analyzing cometary 
dust helps in understanding the processes that led from interstel-
lar dust accretion to the solar system. Methods used to study 
comets include: spectroscopy from Earth or spacecraft, e.g., 
Deep Impact on comet Temple 1; Stardust sample return from 
comet Wild 2; and analysis of interplanetary dust particles (IDP), 
some of which originate from comets [1-3]. IDP collection in the 
dust stream of comet Grigg-Skjellerup (GS-IDP) offered the op-
portunity to possibly sample IDPs from a known comet [4]. 

Origin from Grigg-Skjellerup: Our anhydrous, fine-grained 
porous GS-IDPs show extremely primitive characteristics: preso-
lar grain abundances at the percent level; Raman spectra indicat-
ing very disordered organic matter (OM); and huge D and 15N 
enrichments suggesting interstellar OM [5,6]. GS-IDPs also con-
tain exotic noble gases and a new mineral phase [7,8]. These 
unique features suggest that some GS-IDPs may indeed originate 
from Jupiter-family comet (JFC) Grigg-Skjellerup. 

Results: Focused ion beam sections covering extremely D- 
and 15N-rich OM and presolar silicates were prepared [9] for X-
ray absorption spectroscopy and transmission electron micros-
copy. We found, spatially associated at a sub-micron scale, 
GEMS (glass with embedded metal and sulfides) with low-Ni 
sulfides, nano-crystalline carbonates, Ca-rich pyroxene, tenta-
tively an amphibole, amorphous and aliphatic-rich OM, and a 
presolar olivine spatially associated with a C nanoglobule.  

Discussion: All JFCs reveal remarkable mixtures of low-T 
minerals and organics, as well as processed matter including re-
fractory high-T phases and material that may indicate aqueous 
alteration [1,10]. JFCs consist of well-mixed material that was 
probably formed and altered in various environments in the pro-
toplanetary disk [11]. The close association of interstellar and 
processed matter may support a hierarchical origin of the IDPs’ 
sub-grains in multi generations of protoplanets [12]. However, 
while Wild 2 dust generally resembles asteroidal material [13], 
GS-IDPs contain ultra-primitive assemblages. This may be due to 
sampling bias, or could indicate that JFCs acquired a heterogene-
ous mix of dust from various sources within the nebula. 
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